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Identification of Chemical Warfare Agents Verso Books
An argument that video is not merely an intermediate stage between
analog and digital but a medium in its own right; traces the theoretical
genealogy of video and examines the different concepts of video seen in
works by Vito Acconci, Ulrike Rosenbach, Steina and Woody Vasulka,
and others. Video is an electronic medium, dependent on the transfer of
electronic signals. Video signals are in constant movement, circulating
between camera and monitor. This process of simultaneous production
and reproduction makes video the most reflexive of media, distinct from
both photography and film (in which the image or a sequence of images is
central). Because it is processual and not bound to recording and the
appearance of a “frame,” video shares properties with the computer. In
this book, Yvonne Spielmann argues that video is not merely an
intermediate stage between analog and digital but a medium in its own
right. Video has metamorphosed from technology to medium, with a set of
aesthetic languages that are specific to it, and current critical debates on
new media still need to recognize this. Spielmann considers video as
“transformation imagery,” acknowledging the centrality in video of the
transitions between images—and the fact that these transitions are
explicitly reflected in new processes. After situating video in a genealogical
model that demonstrates both its continuities and discontinuities with other
media, Spielmann considers three strands of video praxis—documentary,
experimental art, and experimental image-making (which is concerned
primarily with signal processing). She then discusses selected works by such
artists as Vito Acconci, Ulrike Rosenbach, Joan Jonas, Nam June Paik,
Peter Campus, Dara Birnbaum, Nan Hoover, Lynn Hershman, Gary Hill,
Steina and Woody Vasulka, Bill Seaman, and others. These works serve to
demonstrate the spectrum of possibilities in video as medium and point to
connections with other forms of media. Finally, Spielmann discusses the
potential of interactivity, complexity, and hybridization in the future of
video as a medium.
Seth & Greyson Que Publishing
From the bestselling author of The Secret of
Ella and Micha comes a mesmerizing novel of
fate, friendship, and the healing power of
love . . . The Coincidence of Callie & Kayden
For Kayden, suffering in silence was the only
way to survive. If he was lucky, he could keep
his head down, do as he was told, and make it
through the day. But one night it seemed like
his luck-and his life-might finally end . . .
until an angel named Callie appeared just in
time to rescue him. Callie has never believed
in luck. Not since her twelfth birthday when
everything was taken from her. After the worst
was over, she locked up her feelings and vowed
never to tell anyone what happened. Now, six
years later, she continues to struggle with
the painful secret that threatens to consume
her. When fate lands Kayden and Callie at the
same college, Kayden is determined to get to
know the beautiful girl who changed his
destiny. Quiet and reserved, Callie still
fears letting anyone else into her world. But
Kayden is certain that Callie has come back
into his life for a reason. And the more he
tries to be a part of her life, the more he
realizes that, this time, it's Callie who
needs to be saved . . .
The Good Daughter Hachette UK
This second volume in Mollie Katzen's classic cooking series
features over 200 vegetarian recipes and a bounty of kitchen
guidance from one of America's dearest cookbook authors. Mollie
first revised ENCHANTED BROCCOLI in 1995, adding lighter,
easier-to-prepare versions of her signature recipes, plus a selection
of new dishes and techniques. As with MOOSEWOOD, this new
edition of ENCHANTED BROCCOLI is a companion volume to
Mollie's new TV series, and features 16 pages of color food
photography, plus 5 new recipes and a new section on making
fresh pasta at home. Available in January 2000
Joy the Baker Homemade Decadence W. W. Norton
& Company
Joy Wilson believes that everything is better with
pie. And caramel. And definitely ice cream. Her
world is pretty sweet: she dabbles daily in butter
and sugar as her blogging alter ego, Joy the Baker.
Her new book, Joy the Baker Homemade Decadence,
is packed with 125 of Joy’s favorite, supereasy,
most over-the-top, totally delicious treats, such as
Dark Chocolate, Pistachio, and Smoked Sea Salt

Cookies; Butterscotch Cream Pie with Thyme-
Marshmallow Meringue; Mint Chocolate Chip Cake;
and Strawberry Cheesecake Ice Cream. After all,
every day is an opportunity for sweets.
The Truth About Green Business Cambridge University Press
Drawing on political and cultural indicators to explain the sudden
upsurge of gay material on prime-time network television in the
1990s, this book brings together analysis of relevant Supreme Court
rulings, media coverage of gay rights battles, debates about
multiculturalism, concerns over political correctness, and more.
Atom and Archetype WaterBrook
Lively, original and highly readable, An Introduction to Literature,
Criticism and Theory is the essential guide to literary studies.
Starting at ‘The Beginning’ and concluding with ‘The End’,
chapters range from the familiar, such as ‘Character’, ‘Narrative’
and ‘The Author’, to the more unusual, such as ‘Secrets’,
‘Pleasure’ and ‘Ghosts’. Now in its fifth edition, Bennett and
Royle’s classic textbook successfully illuminates complex ideas by
engaging directly with literary works, so that a reading of Jane Eyre
opens up ways of thinking about racial difference, for example, while
Chaucer, Raymond Chandler and Monty Python are all invoked in a
discussion of literature and laughter. The fifth edition has been
revised throughout and includes four new chapters – ‘Feelings’,
‘Wounds’, ‘Body’ and ‘Love’ – to incorporate exciting recent
developments in literary studies. In addition to further reading
sections at the end of each chapter, the book contains a
comprehensive bibliography and a glossary of key literary terms. A
breath of fresh air in a field that can often seem dry and dauntingly
theoretical, this book will open the reader’s eyes to the exhilarating
possibilities of reading and studying literature.
Batteries in a Portable World America's Test Kitchen
How policing became the major political issue of our time
Combining firsthand accounts from activists with the research
of scholars and reflections from artists, Policing the Planet
traces the global spread of the broken-windows policing
strategy, first established in New York City under Police
Commissioner William Bratton. It’s a doctrine that has vastly
broadened police power the world over—to deadly effect. With
contributions from #BlackLivesMatter cofounder Patrisse
Cullors, Ferguson activist and Law Professor Justin Hansford,
Director of New York–based Communities United for Police
Reform Joo-Hyun Kang, poet Martín Espada, and journalist
Anjali Kamat, as well as articles from leading scholars Ruth
Wilson Gilmore, Robin D. G. Kelley, Naomi Murakawa, Vijay
Prashad, and more, Policing the Planet describes ongoing
struggles from New York to Baltimore to Los Angeles, London,
San Juan, San Salvador, and beyond.
Human Nature and the Limits of Science Jessica Sorensen
NEW YORK TIMES BEST SELLER • Celebrated food blogger
and best-selling cookbook author Deb Perelman knows just
the thing for a Tuesday night, or your most special
occasion—from salads and slaws that make perfect side dishes
(or a full meal) to savory tarts and galettes; from Mushroom
Bourguignon to Chocolate Hazelnut Crepe. “Innovative,
creative, and effortlessly funny." —Cooking Light Deb Perelman
loves to cook. She isn’t a chef or a restaurant owner—she’s
never even waitressed. Cooking in her tiny Manhattan kitchen
was, at least at first, for special occasions—and, too often, an
unnecessarily daunting venture. Deb found herself
overwhelmed by the number of recipes available to her. Have
you ever searched for the perfect birthday cake on Google?
You’ll get more than three million results. Where do you start?
What if you pick a recipe that’s downright bad? With the same
warmth, candor, and can-do spirit her award-winning blog,
Smitten Kitchen, is known for, here Deb presents more than
100 recipes—almost entirely new, plus a few favorites from the
site—that guarantee delicious results every time. Gorgeously
illustrated with hundreds of her beautiful color photographs,
The Smitten Kitchen Cookbook is all about approachable,
uncompromised home cooking. Here you’ll find better uses for
your favorite vegetables: asparagus blanketing a pizza;
ratatouille dressing up a sandwich; cauliflower masquerading
as pesto. These are recipes you’ll bookmark and use so often
they become your own, recipes you’ll slip to a friend who
wants to impress her new in-laws, and recipes with simple
ingredients that yield amazing results in a minimum amount of
time. Deb tells you her favorite summer cocktail; how to lose
your fear of cooking for a crowd; and the essential items you
need for your own kitchen. From salads and slaws that make
perfect side dishes (or a full meal) to savory tarts and galettes;
from Mushroom Bourguignon to Chocolate Hazelnut Crepe
Cake, Deb knows just the thing for a Tuesday night, or your
most special occasion. Look for Deb Perelman’s latest
cookbook, Smitten Kitchen Keepers!
Permission to Feel Princeton University Press
Filmatized in 2013 and the official recipient of three Oscars,
Solomon Northup's powerful slave narrative 'Twelve Years a
Slave' depicts Nortup's life as he is sold into slavery after
having spent 32 years of his life living as a free man in New
York. Working as a travelling musician, Northup goes to

Washington D.C, where he is kidnapped, sent to New Orleans,
and sold to a planter to suffer the relentless and brutal life of a
slave. After a dozen years, Northup escapes to return to his
family and pulls no punches, as he describes his fate and that
of so many other black people at the time. It is a harrowing but
vitally important book, even today. For further reading on this
subject, try 'Uncle Tom's Cabin' by Harriet Beecher Stowe.
Solomon Northup (c.1807-c.1875) was an American abolitionist
and writer, best remembered for his powerful race memoir
'Twelve Years a Slave'. At the age of 32, when he was a
married farmer, father-of-three, violinist and free-born man, he
was kidnapped in Washington D.C and shipped to New
Orleans, sold to a planter and enslaved for a dozen years.
When he gained his freedom, he wrote his famous memoir and
spent some years lecturing across the US,on behalf of the
abolitionist movement. 'Twelve Years a Slave' was published a
year after 'Uncle Tom's Cabin' by Harriet Beecher Stowe and
built on the anti-slavery momentum it had developed. Northup's
final years are something of a mystery, though it is thought that
he struggled to cope with family life after being freed.
The G.I. Bill MIT Press
INSTANT NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER "There's deception,
sabotage, violence, family secrets . . . all the stuff you could want
from a fictional page-turner."— theSkimm Recommended by
Washington Post • theSkimm • GMA.com • Popsugar • Bustle •
Atlanta Journal-Constitution • Augusta Chronicle • Sun-Sentinel •
Mystery and Suspense Magazine • and more! He saw what you did.
He knows who you are… From the New York Times bestselling
author of Pieces of Her and The Silent Wife, an electrifying
standalone thriller. AN ORDINARY LIFE… Leigh Collier has worked
hard to build what looks like a normal life. She’s an up-and-coming
defense attorney at a prestigious law firm in Atlanta, would do
anything for her sixteen-year-old daughter Maddy, and is managing
to successfully coparent through a pandemic after an amicable
separation from her husband Walter. HIDES A DEVASTATING
PAST... But Leigh’s ordinary life masks a childhood no one should
have to endure … a childhood tarnished by secrets, broken by
betrayal, and ultimately destroyed by a brutal act of violence. BUT
NOW THE PAST IS CATCHING UP… On a Sunday night at her
daughter’s school play, she gets a call from one of the firm's
partners who wants Leigh to come on board to defend a wealthy
man accused of multiple counts of rape. Though wary of the case, it
becomes apparent she doesn't have much choice if she wants to
keep her job. They're scheduled to go to trial in one week. When
she meets the accused face-to-face, she realizes that it’s no
coincidence that he’s specifically asked for her to represent him.
She knows him. And he knows her. More to the point, he may know
what happened over twenty years ago, and why Leigh has spent
two decades avoiding her past. AND TIME IS RUNNING OUT.
Suddenly she has a lot more to lose than this case. The only person
who can help is her younger, estranged sister Callie—the last person
Leigh would ever want to drag into this after all they’ve been
through. But with the life-shattering truth in danger of being
revealed, she has no choice... “A high-stakes thriller . . . Her
heroines are believable, flawed and courageous.” –OYINKAN
BRAITHWAITE
False Witness Lindhardt og Ringhof
For eighteen year-old Gemma, life has never been normal. Up until
recently, she has been incapable of feeling emotion. And when
she’s around Alex, the gorgeous new guy at school, she can feel
electricity that makes her skin buzz. Not to mention the monsters
that haunt her nightmares have crossed over into real-life. But with
Alex seeming to hate her and secrets popping up everywhere,
Gemma’s life is turning into a chaotic mess. Things that shouldn’t
be real suddenly seem to exist. And as her world falls apart, figuring
out the secrets of her past becomes a matter of life and death.
An Introduction to Literature, Criticism and Theory Clarkson
Potter
Equipping pastors to address racism faithfully from the pulpit. Of all
the activities that come with being a minister, sermon preparation
can loom largest - especially when racism is the subject. You've got
to address racism with your white congregation from the pulpit. But,
truthfully, you can't wrap your head around how to preach about this
topic thoughtfully and sensitively. In Preaching about Racism,
preaching professor and pastor Carolyn Helsel speaks directly to
other faith leaders about how to address racism from the pulpit. In
her first book, Anxious to Talk about It: Helping White Christians
Talk Faithfully about Racism, Helsel addressed the anxiety white
Christians experience around conversations about race. In this
follow-up, Helsel provides strategies and a theoretical framework for
crafting biblical and theological sermons that incorporate insights
from social sciences and psychology, gleaned from more than a
decade of writing and teaching about racism. Written for the busy
pastor, several chapters are quick reads - helpful reminders as you
prepare a thoughtful and sensitive sermon - while others dig deeper
on the theory behind the crucial work of dismantling racism.
Preaching about Racism Chalice Press
In 1932, world-renowned physicist Wolfgang Pauli had
already done the work that would win him the 1945 Nobel
Prize. He was also suffering after a series of troubling
personal events. He was drinking heavily, quarrelling
frequently, and experiencing powerful, disturbing dreams.
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Pauli turned to C. G. Jung for help, forging an extraordinary
intellectual conjunction not just between a physicist and a
psychologist but between physics and psychology. As their
acquaintance developed, Jung and Pauli discussed the
nature of dreams and their relation to reality, finding
surprising common ground between depth psychology and
quantum physics and profoundly influencing each other's
work. This portrait of an incredible friendship will fascinate
readers interested in psychology, science, creativity, and
genius.
The Smitten Kitchen Cookbook Hachette UK
THE NUMBER ONE NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING
AUTHOR Callie has grown up keeping her feelings locked
away from the outside world, and as her painful past
threatens to consume her life, most days it's a struggle
just to breathe. For as long as Kayden can remember,
suffering in silence has been the only way to survive, until
one night when Callie and Kayden's worlds collide . . .
Lose yourself in the New York Times bestselling sensation
that is enchanting readers everywhere -- discover two
addictive stories filled with unforgettable characters,
intense passion and heart-stopping romance.
Vegan for Everybody Univ of California Press
America's Test Kitchen decodes and demystifies vegan
cooking so you can reap its many benefits. Avoid the pitfalls of
bland food, lack of variety, and overprocessed ingredients with
approachable, fresh, vibrant recipes. Can vegan cooking be
flavorful? Satisfying? Easy to make? Through rigorous testing
on the science of vegan cooking, America's Test Kitchen
addresses these questions head-on, finding great-tasting and
filling vegan protein options, cooking without dairy, preparing
different whole grains and vegetables, and even baking.
Reimagine mealtime by celebrating vegetables at the center of
the plate and in salads and grain bowls. Take a new look at
comfort foods with a surprisingly rich and creamy lasagna or
hearty burger with all the fixings. Bake the perfect chewy
chocolate chip cookie or a layer cake that stands tall for any
celebration. With more than 200 rigorously-tested vibrant
recipes, this cookbook has something satisfying for
everyone--the committed vegan or simply those looking to
freshen up their cooking.
Video Rutgers University Press
This is the amazing follow up book after the original classic
"Mega Brain" revolutionized the mind tech in USA and around
the world. The book is still the single best resource for anyone
interested in discovering how to benefit from the original
research. It includes many topics from sports to intelligence,
from sex to healing, from biofeedback to re-scripting. TABLE
OF CONTENTS INTRODUCTION ONE: The Brain Revolution
In Search of Tools for Waking Up TWO: Peak Performance
Brain Waves THREE: Whole-Brain Power FOUR: Working Out
In the Brain Gym: The New Science of Brain Growth and Mind
Fitness FIVE: Taking Charge: Biofeedback and Brain Power
SIX: Sound: The Heartbeat of Life SEVEN: Light Power
EIGHT: The Technicolor Symphony: Orchestrating Your Brain
with Light and Sound NINE: Electric Brain Power: Recharging
the Batteries TEN: Motion and the Brain ELEVEN:
Supercharging Your Senses: Acoustic Field Generators
TWELVE: Sounds of Silence, Visions from the Void: Reduced
Stimulation THIRTEEN: Changing Channels: Brain Tuning and
State Change FOURTEEN: Deep Relaxation on Command
FIFTEEN: Beyond Relaxation: Self-Hypnosis and Suggestion
SIXTEEN: Seeing in the Mind's Eye: Visualization
SEVENTEEN: Deep Self: Exploration and Transformation
EIGHTEEN: REscriptING NINETEEN: Your Tools for
Superintelligence TWENTY: Becoming the Ultimate Athlete
TWENTY-ONE: The Mental Edge: Peak Performance and the
Inner Game TWENTY-TWO: Brain-Powered Sex TWENTY-
THREE: Creativity TWENTY-FOUR: Awakening and
Transcendence: Techno-Shamanism and the Democratization
of Bliss TWENTY-FIVE: Riding the Big Wave: Ultradian
Rhythms and Mind Machines TWENTY-SIX: Full-Speed
Recovery: Ending Addiction and Substance Abuse TWENTY-
SEVEN: Your High-Tech Weight-Loss System TWENTY-
EIGHT: Free At Last: Ending Anxiety, Depression and Phobias
TWENTY-NINE: Ending the Reign of Pain THIRTY: From
Learning Disabilities to Learning Superabilities THIRTY-ONE:
Supercharging Your Immune System THIRTY-TWO: Brain
Power Nutrients THIRTY-THREE: the smart drug revolution
cognition-enhancement drugs and peak performance pills
THIRTY-FOUR: Using Smart Drugs with Mind Machines
bibliography RESOURCES
A Global Perspective on Young People as Offenders
and Victims Forever
Today, the moving image is ubiquitous in global
contemporary art. The first book to tell the story of the
postwar expanded cinema that inspired this
omnipresence, Between the Black Box and the White
Cube travels back to the 1950s and 1960s, when the rise
of television caused movie theaters to lose their monopoly
over the moving image, leading cinema to be installed
directly alongside other forms of modern art. Explaining
that the postwar expanded cinema was a response to both
developments, Andrew V. Uroskie argues that, rather than

a formal or technological innovation, the key change for
artists involved a displacement of the moving image from
the familiarity of the cinematic theater to original spaces
and contexts. He shows how newly available, inexpensive
film and video technology enabled artists such as Nam
June Paik, Robert Whitman, Stan VanDerBeek, Robert
Breer, and especially Andy Warhol to become filmmakers.
Through their efforts to explore a fresh way of
experiencing the moving image, these artists sought to
reimagine the nature and possibilities of art in a post-
cinematic age and helped to develop a novel space
between the “black box” of the movie theater and the
“white cube” of the art gallery. Packed with over one
hundred illustrations, Between the Black Box and the
White Cube is a compelling look at a seminal moment in
the cultural life of the moving image and its emergence in
contemporary art.
Performance Artists Talking in the Eighties University
of Chicago Press
A New York Times bestseller: "A passionate and
convincing case for the sophistication of nonhuman
minds." —Alison Gopnik, The Atlantic Hailed as a classic,
Are We Smart Enough to Know How Smart Animals Are?
explores the oddities and complexities of animal
cognition—in crows, dolphins, parrots, sheep, wasps, bats,
chimpanzees, and bonobos—to reveal how smart animals
really are, and how we’ve underestimated their abilities
for too long. Did you know that octopuses use coconut
shells as tools, that elephants classify humans by gender
and language, and that there is a young male chimpanzee
at Kyoto University whose flash memory puts that of
humans to shame? Fascinating, entertaining, and deeply
informed, de Waal’s landmark work will convince you to
rethink everything you thought you knew about
animal—and human—intelligence.
Studio Sound and Broadcast Engineering Simon and
Schuster
This work contains interviews with performance artists who talk
about how certain childhood experiences have influenced and
resurfaced in their work as an adult. The discussions focus on
the relationship between art and life.
Science Focus Four CreateSpace
The mental well-being of children and adults is shockingly poor.
Marc Brackett, author of Permission to Feel, knows why. And he
knows what we can do. "We have a crisis on our hands, and its
victims are our children." Marc Brackett is a professor in Yale
University’s Child Study Center and founding director of the Yale
Center for Emotional Intelligence. In his 25 years as an emotion
scientist, he has developed a remarkably effective plan to improve
the lives of children and adults – a blueprint for understanding our
emotions and using them wisely so that they help, rather than
hinder, our success and well-being. The core of his approach is a
legacy from his childhood, from an astute uncle who gave him
permission to feel. He was the first adult who managed to see Marc,
listen to him, and recognize the suffering, bullying, and abuse he’d
endured. And that was the beginning of Marc’s awareness that
what he was going through was temporary. He wasn’t alone, he
wasn’t stuck on a timeline, and he wasn’t “wrong” to feel scared,
isolated, and angry. Now, best of all, he could do something about
it. In the decades since, Marc has led large research teams and
raised tens of millions of dollars to investigate the roots of emotional
well-being. His prescription for healthy children (and their parents,
teachers, and schools) is a system called RULER, a high-impact
and fast-effect approach to understanding and mastering emotions
that has already transformed the thousands of schools that have
adopted it. RULER has been proven to reduce stress and burnout,
improve school climate, and enhance academic achievement. This
book is the culmination of Marc’s development of RULER and his
way to share the strategies and skills with readers around the world.
It is tested, and it works. This book combines rigor, science, passion
and inspiration in equal parts. Too many children and adults are
suffering; they are ashamed of their feelings and emotionally
unskilled, but they don’t have to be. Marc Brackett’s life mission is
to reverse this course, and this book can show you how.
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